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QUESTION 1

In layout files you can change al element\\'s order on a page. This can be done using one of the following: 

 instruction 

before and after element attributes? 

How are two methods different? 

A. They are the same, both provide access to the same functionality 

B. Elements are renamed by default when using the move instruction 

C. The move instruction allows altering an element\\'s parent node 

D. Before and after attributes can only be used with referenceContainer and referenceBlock 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

How can you access the select query of a collection? 

A. You can only access the select query after the collection has been loaded by calling the public method query() 

B. It is stored in a protected variable $query and can only be accessed from the inside of a collection class 

C. You can get it by using public method getSelect() which returns an instance of Magento\Framework\DB \Select 

D. The select query is not available in the collection class, it will be generated by the MySQL adapter right before
executing a query 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

In a code review of a merchant\\'s site you have discovered that there are multiple observers for the
checkout_submit_all_after event. After closer inspection, you notice one of these observers is relying on the others
being executed before it is called. 

What risk does this pose, and how can it be mitigated? 

A. There is no risk posed as long as each event observer specifies a correct sortOrder. Nothing needs to be changed. 

B. Event observers are fired in alphabetical order of the observer name. There is no risk here. 

C. Magento only supports one observer per event. These observers will need to be combined into a single point of
customization. 
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D. Order of listener execution cannot be guaranteed, resulting in a fragile implementation. This code should be re-
worked using plugins 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 4

How do you pass an array [`one\\', `two] as a parameter to you block using the layout XML arguments directive? 

A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

You have loaded an instance of Magento\Catalog\Model\Product in the $product variable. You know that the loaded
product has the type configurable with four variations. These variations have the prices: $10, $12, $12, $15. 

What will be the result of the $product->getFinalPrice() call? 

A. [10, 12, 15] 

B. 10 

C. [10, 12, 12, 15] 
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D. 15 

Correct Answer: B 
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